What is theory in literary theory?

Space: BEET

Problem
- How to include SSS in order to make it part of the canon of interesting texts?
- Hypothesis
  SSS can be understood as ... ?

Argument
- Look at the background of the writer.
- Look at the historical context.
- Look at the audience they were aiming for.

Themes in the series

1) Environmental crisis
2) Blind science vs social concern
3) Corrupt politicians
4) Systemic decay (Green Man) as 1930s/1940s
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What is the theory here?

I argue that the text can be

Thinking like a detective or psychologist. We are trying to understand why a person acted the way he did and how we expect him to act in the future.
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What is liberty, and does it matter?

We use liberty for representing ourselves.

A thing is a predicate, but is it more than a hypothesis?

Fib with computer programs

Two perspectives on science.

c) Natural science → theory = description?

b) Artificial science → theory = program?

- Process / product,
- verb / noun
- algorithm / data structure
What is the list between subtractive?

- Why is subtraction involved?
- How to subtract an item
- How to impact
- How to answer